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We establish a version of the maximal inequality for multiparameter stochastic 
processes with independent increments taking values in T, topological Abelian 
groups. As an application of this inequality, we prove the existence of a modilica- 
tion without discontinuities of the second kind for a multiparameter group-valued 
additive process. Moreover, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition which 
ensures the existence of a continuous modification for such a process. 0 1991 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Investigation of regularity properties of trajectories for processes with 
independent increments, originated by Levy in the thirties, have attracted 
attention of probabilists during the last few decades. A remarkable progress 
in this area regarding regularization of realizations for multiparameter 
real-valued stochastic processes with independent increments (called also 
additive) was made by Katkauskaite [S], Hudson [4], and Adler, 
Monrad, Scissors, and Wilson [ 11. Roughly speaking, Katkauskaitt [S] 
proved that if X is a Levy process on (a, 6) = (a,, 6,) x ... x (a,, b,), 
i.e., a stochastically continuous additive random field vanishing on the 
lower-left boundary 8, (a, 6) = {t E Rq : ti = ai for some i = 1, . . . . q}, then 
X(s) with a restricted parameter set S = S, x ... x S,, where each Si is a 
countable dense subset of (ai, bi), possesses with probability 1 coor- 
dinatewise left- and right-hand side limits for all monotone sequences of 
points taken from S and convergent to any point t E (a, b); furthermore, 
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the convergence mentioned above is uniform with respect to all the remain- 
ing coordinates of points of S. Katkauskaite also obtained a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of a continuous modification of X. 
Hudson [4], independently of Katkauskaite [S] characterized the class of 
continuous Levy processes as the processes with Gaussian increments. 
Adler, Monrad, Scissors, and Wilson [l] established, among other things, 
the existence of a right continuous modification with limits at each point 
of the parameter space along the remaining orthants for real-valued multi- 
parameter Levy processes. 
It should be pointed out here that Adler, Monrad, Scissors, and Wilson 
[ 1 ] used a slightly different definition of an additive process than we do 
in this paper. Namely, they called the process {X(t) = X(tl, . . . . t,), 
t E (0, co)“} additive, if 
where t is a random variable and all the summands are independent pro- 
cesses with independent increments indexed by parameter sets of dimen- 
sions k < q, such that Xo(tl, . . . . tq) = 0 = Xi,, ,.,,, Ir (2. ,,, . . . . tj,J whenever ti = 0 
or tji= 0 for some i; in particular, X0 is the usual additive process in the 
sense of the definition employed here in the subsequent sections. To prove 
the result concerning regularization of trajectories for additive processes 
they used the following method. First they obtained the Levy-Khinchin 
formula for the characteristic function of the process X, and for an 
arbitrarily fixed characteristic function of the process they constructed a 
series expansion which implies the existence of a version without discon- 
tinuities of the second kind for X. Next, using stochastic continuity of X 
and the well-known Doob’s theorem on separable modification, they con- 
cluded that X possesses a modification with right continuous realizations 
having limits at each point along the remaining orthants. A generalization 
of the last assertion for one-parameter additive processes taking values in 
metrizable topological groups that satisfy certain additional conditions can 
be found in Skorohod’s monograph [6, Chap. V]. 
The aim of this paper is to prove some basic results concerning 
regularization of trajectories for multiparameter stochastically continuous 
additive processes taking values in T, topological Abelian groups. 
Theorems of this kind are important, because they are frequently applied 
as the starting point for further investigations (cf. Zapala [ 111). As was 
already observed by Adler, Monrad, Scissors, and Wilson [ 11, some 
results of Katkauskaite’s paper [S] are incorrect; thus we cannot follow 
exactly the same way as Katkauskaitt did. On the other hand, in an 
arbitrary topological group the method employed by Adler, Monrad, 
683/36/2-b 
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Scissors, and Wilson [ 1 ] is inadequate too. Therefore in Section 2 we derive 
a version of the maximal inequality estimating the probability of falling 
outside of a neighbourhood of zero in a topological group for an additive 
stochastic process indexed by a fixed bounded rectangle. Section 3 is 
devoted to regularization of paths for multiparameter additive processes 
with values in To topological Abelian groups. Finally, in Section 4 we give 
the necessary and sufficient conditions ensuring the existence of a con- 
tinuous modification for group-valued multiparameter additive stochastic 
processes. Although the processes under our considerations are multi- 
parameter, the presented simple technique of proofs enables us to apply 
merely one-dimensional stopping times. The results obtained are an exten- 
sion to those given by Katkauskaite [S], Hudson [S], some results by 
Adler, Monrad, Scissors, and Wilson [ 11, and by Skorohod [6, Chap. V]. 
2. MAXIMAL INEQUALITY 
We prove now a version of the maximal inequality for group-valued 
multiparameter additive processes. The mentioned inequality allows us to 
estimate the behaviour of the process in a bounded rectangle V by its 
properties on the boundary aI’ of I’. Our result constitutes the starting 
point to investigation of regularity of realizations for group-valued 
stochastically continuous processes with independent increments. 
It is necessary to establish first some terminology and notation. 
Throughout the paper single letters (without sub- or superscripts) denote 
points of the set R4,, q 2 1, where R, is the set of nonnegative real 
numbers; a = (a,, . . . . uq) < ( < ) b = (b,, . . . . b4) means that ai < ( < ) b, for 
all i= 1, . . . . q; and (a,b)={t~R’$ :ui<fi<bi, i=l,..., q} for a<b, 
u,bER4,. Rectangles of the form (a, b), (a, oo), (0, b), etc. contained in 
R4, are defined in an analogous manner. 
Let X= {X(t), t E R4, } be a stochastic process taking values in a To 
topological Abelian group G endowed with its Baire a-field 9(G) = Y. We 
consider below processes with independent increments 
on disjoint rectangles V= (a, b) E R4,. To simplify the writing such pro- 
cesses are called, briefly, additive. First we must establish some conditions 
ensuring the possibility of performing group operations on (G, 9)-valued 
random elements. These operations are obviously permitted if (G, $9) is a 
measurable group, but we need not restrict our considerations to such a 
situation. Thus we consider simultaneously the following three cases: 
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1. (G, 9) is a measurable group. In other words, the operation 
(x, y) -+ x+ y of G x G into G is (9 x 9, Q)-measurable (note that the 
inversion x -+ -x is continuous, so it is always Baire measurable). 
2. The distribution of each finite vector XL= (X,,,,, . . . . X& for 
arbitrarily fixed L 2 1 and t(l), . . . . t(L) E R4, is a r,-smooth probability 
measure on (G’, 9’). In this case we can define distributions of sums or 
differences of coordinates of x, by means of unique t-smooth Bore1 exten- 
sion of distribution of x,-f. Vahania, Tarieladze, and Chobanian [8, 
Chap. I, Theorem 3.2(a) combined with Proposition 3.2 by Zapala [ 111. 
Moreover, the measure thus obtained under a continuous mapping is also 
r-smooth, and, in consequence, convolutions of increments on disjoint 
rectangles for the process X are then r-smooth probability measures-see 
Chap. I, Proposition 4.4 in Vahania, Tarieladze, and Chobanian [8]. 
3. For every L 2 1 and t(l), . . . . t(L) E R4,, afinite vector x, is 9(GL)- 
measurable, where B(GL) denotes the Baire a-field of subsets of the product 
GL. 
Under conditions l-3 operations of addition and subtraction performed 
on random elements X,, t E R4,, are admissible and always lead to other 
random elements in (G, 9). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Q(Z) be a dense subset of a set ZG R: . We say 
that Q(Z) is linearly dense in Z, if Q(Z) = Q n Z, where Q = Q’ x . . . x Qq 
and Q’ are dense in R + . If Z is a rectangle we still assume that its endpoints 
belong to Q(Z), though it may happen that then Q(Z) is no longer a subset 
of I. 
Obviously, if Q(Z) is linearly dense in a rectangle Z, then for each straight 
line I parallel to some axis of the system of coordinates containing an 
arbitrary point of Q(Z), the set Q(Z) n 1 is dense in In 1. For a given coun- 
table dense subset Q1 of the rectangle Zc R: there always exists a 
denumerable set Q(Z) 2 Q, being linearly dense in I; it suffices to take 
QU,=z,(Q,u {&9x ... x rc,(Q, u {a, b}), where a, b are vertices of Z 
and rrj denotes the projection onto the ith axis, 1~ i < q. Therefore without 
loss of generality we consider in the sequel only linearly dense, subsets of 
rectangles. 
Let U be an arbitrary open Baire neighbourhood of zero in G. Denote 
by V( - l), . . . . U( -2q) a finite system of open Baire neighbourhoods 
of zero satisfying the conditions f U( - j) f U( - j) c U( - (j - 1)) for 
j= 1, . . . . 2q, where U(0) = U. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X= (X(t), t E R; } be an additive stochastic process 
defined on a complete probability space (s2, 8, P) taking values in a T,, 
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topological Abelian group 6 with the a-field 9. Suppose W= (w, z) is a 
fixed bounded rectangle in R9, and Q(W) is a countable linearly dense subset 
of W, such that for each (a, b) c W with a, b E Q(W), 
Then 
(2.1) 
Proof: We generalize here the method used by Walsh [9, pp. 3863881 
for the proof of an analogous inequality in a special case of real Brownian 
sheets (cf. also Katkauskaite [S] ). 
Let Ql( W), i= 1, . . . . q, be finite sets of real numbers such that Q,(W) = 
Q;(W) x ... x QZtW)~QtW w, z E Q,(W), Q,(W) = Q,,+,(W), and 
IJ, Q,,(W) = Q(W).. Denote by eV the set of vertices of any rectangle 
Vc R4, and put 2: = {t E R4, : ti < b}. Define next the stopping times 
inf(bEQ~(W):!IV=(,,u)cWnZ~with 
5f,= 
I 
u, v E Q,,(W) s.t. dX( ?‘) $ U> 
if this set is nonempty, 
co otherwise, 
relative to the filtration FL(W)=a(dX(V): VC WnZj,>, w,<b<z,. 
Note that {tf,=wl}=O and for aEQi(W), a#w,, 
{Tfi=a}= u (dX(V)$U}n n {dX(S)EU}, 
vc wnz; SC wnzf- 
PVC Q.(W) es.= QA WI 
where a- is the predecessor of a in the natural ordering of Q!,(W). Conse- 
quently, if a, bEQj,(W), a#b, then the events (Tf,=a} and {ri=b} are 
disjoint. Hence 
P[ 
s, reQ.(wl 
(2.3) 
Suppose now V= (u, a) is a rectangle contained in W with u, v E Q,(W) 
and vl<zl. Denote by v’ the complementary rectangle (u’, v’), where 
u’ = (VI, u*, . ..) u,), u’ = (Zl) v*, . ..) vq). Clearly, dX( v’) is independent of the 
a-field Fi,( W), and under our hypothesis P[dX( V’)$ U( - l)] < 6 (see 
(2.1)). Moreover, for a fixed a E QA( W), let S,, . . . . S,,,, be the system of 
all different rectangles having upper-right endpoints of the form 
(a, u 2, -0, uq) E Qn( W) and eS, c Q,(W) arranged in any order. Then for a 
fixed aEQt(W), w,<a<z,, we have 
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r(a) 
P[7f,=U]= 1 P 
k=l 
n @x(sk) 4 u, n s 
c 
pnz, (4S)E U) 1 dCQ,(& r(a) 
Gk;, (l-d)-‘p f-) (dX(S,)EU)n(dX(Sk)4U) 
[ ick 
n (AAT E U( - 1)) n s 
c 
,?,, (MS)E U) 1 PSCQ.(& r(a) 
< ,C, (l-d)-’ P 
[ 
n Cdxtsi) E V n (A-VSk) 4 V 
i-zk 
n(dX(SkuSk)$ u(-1))n s 
c 
w”n,l W(WE U) 1 eS c Q.( & r(a) =(i-6)~' p u n (dX(S,)Eu)n(dX(Sk)4u) { [ k=l i-zk 
The same estimate is also valid if a = zl, because the event (7: = z1 } 
implies [U vcw,eVcQn(W), Ve,=r, (Ax(v)4 V-l))l, where Vq denotes the 
jth coordinate of the upper-right vertex of V. Taking into account (2.3) 
and (2.4), we conclude that 
p u (W(S> t))$ U) 
s, tsQn(W 1 
<(l-6)-’ JW) p[(r:=a) 
n “” (WV# W-1)) 
vc w >I 
eVcQ.(W,. VP,==, 
<(l-6)-’ P[ u (dX(V)4U(-l))]. (2.5) 
L vc w A 
eVc Q.( W), Ye, =z, 
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By analogy to rf, we define, in turn, the stopping times 
inf{bEQL(W):3Vc WnZi s.t. eVcQ,(W), Vej=zj 
zi = 
forj=l,...,(i-l)anddX(V)$U(-(i-l))} 
II if this set is nonempty, 
03 otherwise, 
relative to filtrations FL( W)=a{dX(V) : VC WnZb}, wi<b<zi, 
i = 2, . . . . q, and similarly as above, we prove 
P u (dX(V)$ U(-(i-l))) = c P[r;=a] 
vc w 1 
eVcQn(W),Ve,=z,forj=l,_._. (i-l) 
osQ:(W 
< (l-6))’ P u (MV)# V-i)) 1 . (2.6) vc w 
eVcQn(W). Ve,=z,forj=l, . . . . i 
Applying (2.5) and (2.6) it can be shown reccurently that 
p u bw(h t)) $ U) 
s, f~Q.(w) 1 
< (l-S)-4 P U wvV)4 V-q)) 1 3 (2.7) vc w 
eVcQ,(W),u=z 
where u and z are upper-right vertices of V and W respectively. 
Consider now the process Y(t) = X(z - t), 0 < t < z - W. Obviously, Y is 
an additive stochastic process satisfying (2.1) with a restricted set of 
parameters w’=(O,z-W) and Q(wl)={t~R”, :z-tcQ(W)}. Let 
Q;(W’) = {b E R + : zi - bEQL( W)> for i = 1, . . . . q, Q,( W’) = 
Q;W’)x ... x Qz( W’) and 
inf{bEQ~(W’):3V=(O,u)cW’nZ~s.t,eVcQ,(W’), 
$;= 
uj=zj- wj for j= 1, . . . . (i-l) and AX(V)+ U(-q-i+ l)} 
if this set is nonempty, 
co otherwise, 
i= 1, . . . . q. Then $1 are stopping times with respect to reversed filtrations 
Eb( W’) = a{d Y( V) : Vc w’ n Zb}, 0 <b < zi- wi. Using a similar argu- 
ment as that leading to (2.3k(2.5), we obtain 
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P u (AY(@, u))$ w-q-i+ 1)) 
<O,u)c w 1 
u~Q.(~),u,=z,-wjforj=I ,__., (i-l) 
= c P[9+z] 
aeBb 
< (14-l P u (AY((O,u))4~(-4-i)) 
<O,u)c w 1 
uEQ.(w’),~j=z,-wjforj=l,.._, i 
(2.8) 
i= 1 , ***, q, and consequently 
(2.9) 
Since AY( (0, u)) = AX( (z - U, z)), from (2.7) and (2.9) we infer that 
P U W’((sv 2)) + U) 
3, rsQ.(W 1 
<(l-~?-*~ P[AX((w,z))$U(-2q)]. (2.10) 
However, U, Q,(W=Q(W and the Sums Us,tsp,(w) (A-V(s, t))4 WY 
n 2 1, form a nondecreasing sequence of events. Therefore, letting 
n+cc we see that the left-hand side of (2.10) tends to 
pcu s, teQ(W) W’(<s, t))# u)], and hence (2.2) follows. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. (a) Let Z= (a, z) be a subrectangle of W= (w, z) 
c R4, with common upper-right vertex z and let Q(Z) be a countable linearly 
dense subset of I. Denote by Q,,,(Z) the set of points obtained by various 
projections of Q(Z) { } v w on the lower-left boundary aL W= (SE W: si= wi 
for some i = 1, . . . . q} of W, so that in particular w E Qw(Z). Moreover, assume 
that X is an additive stochastic process as in Lemma 2.2 above, but instead 
of (2.1) the following condition holds: for each aE Q,,,(Z) and b E Q(Z), 
P[AX( (a, b)) # U( -2q)l< 6 < 1. (2.11) 
Then (2.2) remains true, provided the sum over s, t E Q(W) in the left-hand 
side of (2.2) is replaced by the sum over s E Q,(Z), t E Q(Z). 
(b) Let X be a separable stochastic process on W = (w, z) with 
respect to closed sets FE B and separability set Q t W. Denote Q(W) = 
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zI(Qu {w,z})x ... xz,(Qu {w,z}) and suppose that X satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 2.2. Then (2.2) entails 
p 
[, 
s &Jw W((s, t))4 U) G (1 -w2q PCMW)$ U(-2q)]. 1 (2.12) 
Proof: The proof of part (a) goes along the lines of that of Lemma 2.2. 
It suffices to note that the rectangles (a, b) appearing in (2.11) are “com- 
plementary” to rectangles (s, t), s E Q,,,(Z), t E Q(Z). To prove (b) we first 
replace the set of indices W by the set of separability Q and next estimate 
the sum over s, t E Q by the sum over s, t E Q( IV). i 
In the two subsequent sections we present applications of our maximal 
inequality (2.2). 
3. MODIFICATIONS WITHOUT DISCONTINLJITIE~ OF 
THE SECOND KIND FOR ADDITIVE PROCESSES IN GROUPS 
As can be easily seen, investigation of convergence with probability 1 of 
a sequence of random elements in a topological space requires the use of 
a certain countable family of open sets determining limits in a unique man- 
ner. Since the processes under our considerations are additive and take 
values in a topological group, these facts suggest the study of the problem 
in metrizable topological groups (cf. Hewitt and Ross [3, Chap. II, 
Theorem 8.3, p. 701). At first glance the next definition may seem some- 
what restrictive, but it is motivated directly by the above observations. The 
idea that leads to it is a combination of two concepts: separability and 
metrizability. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X= {X(t), t E R4, } be a stochastic process defined 
on a complete probability space (In, 8, P) taking values in a TO topologi- 
cal Abelian group G with the Baire a-field 9. We say that the process X 
is locally linearly densely metrizable, if 
v 3 3 v 3 
YE@+ O,-open Q(O,)-countable SE Q(0,) A$EF 
neighhourhood linearly dense P[A,]=O 
ofrinRT subset of 0, 
such that (lJsEeco,, UwgA, {X(s, o)}} is contained 
in a complete closed metrizable subgroup of G 
having as a basis at zero for its topology 
a denumerable family { U,} of open Baire sets. (3.1) 
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(If 0, n aR: # 0, we assume also that Q(0,) is linearly dense on each 
hyperplane of the system of coordinates restricted to 0,). 
It is known that under certain additional assumptions the real-valued 
multiparameter additive stochastic process possesses a modification with 
realizations having limits along all the orthants and continuous from the 
right-hand side (see Adler, Monrad, Scissors, and Wilson Cl]). The 
appropriate sample path space for such a process being a generalization of 
the well-known Skorohod’s D((0, 1)) space has been studied in detail by 
Straf [7], who calls its elements lamp functions (abbr. limits along 
monotone paths). Here we outline a brief description of the corresponding 
space for group-valued functions. 
Consider a family 9 consisting of 24 q-tuples r= (‘rli, . . . . hq) or coor- 
dinatewise orderings zi, where each ki is one of the relations < or > in the 
set of real numbers. Then each r~ 9i? generates a partial ordering on R4,, 
d-t 0 sihiti for i= 1, . . . . q. 
The space D(R4,, G ) of group valued lamp surfaces is the set of G-valued 
functions x on R: satisfying the following two conditions: 
x(t, r) = lim x(s) exist for all r~ 9 and t E R4, , 
“*A’ 
(3.2) 
x0, m = 40 for rl = ( 6, . . . . G). (3.3) 
We now may formulate a result concerning regularization of trajectories 
for multiparameter group valued additive processes. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X= (X(t), t E R4, > be a stochastically continuous 
locally linearly densely metrizable additive stochastic process defined on a 
complete probability space (Sz, 8, P) taking values in a TO topological 
Abelian group G with the a-field ‘9. If X has lamp trajectories on the bound- 
ary aRQ+ = {tER4+ : ti = 0 for some i = 1, . . . . q}, then X possesses a modtjica- 
tion with lamp realizations on R4,. 
ProoJ For each t E R4,, let 0, be a fixed open neighbourhood of t in 
R4, with the properties specified by Definition 3.1. Clearly, each set 0, con- 
tains an open rectangle (t’, t”) 3 t such that t’, t” E Q(0,) and (t’, t”) c 0,. 
Moreover, for a fixed z > 0, (0, z) can be divided into a finite number of 
disjoint rectangles (t’, t”) with endpoints t’, t” E Q(0,) n (t’, t”) : = 
Q( (t’, t”)); thus investigating the local behaviour of the process satisfying 
(3.1) we can restrict considerations to a fixed rectangle (t’, t”). 
To simplify the writing we must establish now some notation. For 
arbitrary u, u E R4, let v(ui) = (vi, . . . . vi-i, ui, vi+ ,, . . . . vq). Suppose Vc R4, 
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is a p-dimensional rectangle (p < q). Denote by rV the unique rectangle 
having the same vertices as V, say u(k), k = 1, . . . . 2p, and the remaining 
vertices obtained by various projections 2 of u(k) onto hyperplanes of the 
system of coordinates, such that Iv(k) # Au(j) for all j, k cg 2p, j# k (if 
h(k) = Au(j) for some j# k, then these projections are excluded). Observe 
that dim rV= q provided V $ aR4,, and, if this is not the case, then we 
have rVc iTR4,. 
According to Definition 3.1 there exists a complete metrizable subgroup 
G’= G’(t’, l”) c G having a countable basis at zero {U,> consisting of 
open Baire sets, such that X,(w) E G’ for all SE Q((c’, t”)) and WEST, 
apart from o E N with P[N] = 0. Let UE {U,,} be an arbitrarily chosen 
open Baire neighbourhood of zero. Then there can be found an open 
Baire set U’ E {U,,} such that + U’ f .. . + U’ (29 times) c U, and a 
set U” E {U,} satisfying the condition + U” + ... + U” (q times) c U’. 
Next, for a given U” select open Baire neighbourhoods of zero 
U”( - l), . ..) U”( -2q) E (U,,} such that f U”( -j) + U”( -j) c 
U”( -(j- 1)) for j= 1, . . . . 2q, where U”(O) = U”. Denote by Q,,,( (t’, t”)) 
the set of points obtained from Q((t’, t”)) by various projections onto the 
lower-left boundary a,r(u(uJ, u) of the rectangle r(u(ui), u), ziu = 
(0, ..*, 0, ui, 0, . ..) 0). Since the process X with its parameter set restricted to 
a fixed compact rectangle is uniformly stochastically continuous, there 
exists a finite partition of (t’, t”) into non-overlapping rectangles of the 
form V = (u, u) with endpoints U, v E Q( (t’, t”)), such that for each of 
their upper-right vertex u and i= 1, . . . . q, 
sup 
n<b 
0 E Q.,,( < 1’. 1” > ). 
PCd-v(4 b)) $ U”( -%)I G 4 (3.4) 
where 0<6=6(q)<l, 26~(1-6)~~. 
Consider the behaviour of X in a fixed rectangle V= (u, u). Put 
Q : = Q( (t’, t”)) n V and denote by < the usual ordering on each of the 
sectors (u(u,), u) induced by the coordinatewise partial ordering in R4,. 
Define 
q.+ > 1 : JP,(~), pi(i), . . . . p,c(i) E Q, 
u(q) <PO(i) < . . . s Pk(i) 6 0, 
3 VI(i) = <ul(4,ul(i)) = r<p& pl(4), . . . . 
Vdi) = (dzl h(i)) = Ok- I(4y am), 
Vi( i)-rectangles with ui( i) E ni Q and 
vi(i) E Q n r(p,- I(i), pi(i)) n V such that 
dX( Vi(i)) $ U”} if this set is nonempty, 
\O otherwise. 
and 
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g= 
with ul(i) E niQ, ul(i) E Q n r(u(u,), p) n V, such that 
W vi(i)) 4 U” 1 if this set is nonempty, 
co otherwise, 
i = 1, . . . . q. Note that for all p~Qn(u(uJ,u), {B’=pj~a{dX(S): 
S c r( u(ui), p) } : = S$,; thus 8’ are one-dimensional stopping times relative 
to the filtration {9,,}, p E Q n (u(u,), u). Moreover, for a fixed p the event 
(@= p} is independent of L( U”, i, p), and the sets (0’ = pj are disjoint for 
distinct points p E Q n (u(ui), u). Hence, because of (3.4) and Corollary 
2.3(a), 
P[L( U”, i, u(ui)) 2 k + l] 
= c PC@= p, L( U”, i, u(ui)) > k + l] 
PEQn<4%,*~> 
G c P[V=p] P[L(U”, i, p)>,k] 
PE Qn <UC*,). v> 
G P 
[ 
,i;‘, (dX( (a, 6)) 4 Un) P[L( U”, i, ~(24~)) 2 k) < ... 1 
aEn,Q>bEQ 
<P { [ u, w4(% b)) $ U”) II 
k+l 
aentQ.bsQ 
<(&I -b;)-2q)k+l<2-(k+l). 
Therefore EL( U”, i, u(u,)) < & 2-k < co, and consequently, 
(3.5) 
By analogy to 
D( U’, r) = 
L( U”, i, u(q)) < 00 a.s., i = 1, . . . . q. (3.6) 
L( U”, i, u(q)) next define 
sup(ka 1 :3P,, PI, -.., PkEQ, PoTpI, . . . . P/c--lrPk, 
such that dX( (0, p,)) - dX( (0, pm - , )) $ U’ 
for m = 1, . . . . k} if this set is nonempty, 
0 otherwise, 
where r~ 9. Observe now that each symmetric difference (0, p,) + 
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(0, P,,- r) can be expressed as a sum of at most q disjoint rectangles V,,,(i) 
as considered above, i = 1, . . . . q; thus for each r~ W, 
D(U’,i-)< i L(iJ” , i, u(ui)) -c co a.s., (3.7) 
i=l 
because the relation dX( (0, p,)) - dX( (0, pm- ,)) $ U implies that 
dX( V,(i)) 4 U” for at least one of the rectangles V,,,(i). 
Let A be the set of all various projections on hyperplanes of the system 
of coordinates in R4,. Then Ap, II EA, represent vertices of the rectangle 
(0, p). For each 1 E A and r~ 9 denote by lr the reduction of r 
to an appropriate hyperplane of the system of coordinates; i.e., 
W= (=, . . . . =, ki,, =, . . . . =, +, =, . . . . = ) provided At = (0, . . . . 0, ti,, 0, . . . . 0, 
tip, 0, . ..) 0). Put 
SUP@ 2 1 : 3Po, . . . . Pk E &?, PdrP,, . . . . Pk- mk 
hf(u’, r, n) = 
such that X(p,) -X(p,-,)$ + U’ 
for m = 1, . . . . k) if this set is nonempty, 
0 otherwise. 
Since X has lamp realizations on aR:, for arbitrary A E ,4 and rE J%“, 
M( U’, r, A) -c CO a.s. (3-g) 
Hence, in view of (3.7), 
kt(U, r, Id)GD(u’, r)+ 1 hwf, r, 4< a a.~., (3.9) 
as.4 
where M( U, r, Id) is given by the same formula as M( U’, r, A) with U’ 
replaced by U and A = Id-the identity map. The same argument remains 
true for every rectangle V which belongs to a finite partition of (t’, t” ) 
satisfying (3.4); therefore for each r-monotone sequence of points po, 
PI, .‘.> E Q( (t’, t”)) (such that pirpiP, for i> 1) the process X has only 
finitely many U-oscillations on the set (pO, pl, . ..}. However, UE {U,} is 
chosen arbitrarily and, since the group G’(t’, t”) is complete, the process X 
with probability 1 possesses limits along all the r-monotone paths of 
points taken from Q((t’, t”)). Denote by SZ’EF-, P[sZ’] = 1, the set of 
regular behaviour of X on Q( (t’, t”)) and put 
if t E (t’, t”) and o E CY, 
(3.10) 
I 0 otherwise. 
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r, = ( < ) . ..) < ). It is easy to see that the definition of 8 is unambiguous. 
Indeed, if u,,v,+t~(t’, t”), u,,v,~Q((t’, t”)), and t<u,, t<v,, 
un+l<%~ vn+1-=vn> then there exists a “mixed” decreasing sequence 
U”, > v,, > u”3 > v,, . . . which converges to t. The first part of the proof 
shows that the sequence X(+, w), X(vn2, o), X(U,~, w), X(vn4, o), . . . has a 
limit for all WEQ’, so that lim, X(u,, o) = lim, X(v,, w). Since X is 
stochastically continuous, we conclude that w  is a modification of X on 
(t’, t”). It remains to prove that f possesses lamp realizations on (t’, t”). 
Suppose that t, t, E -C t’, t”), t, -+ t, and for a fixed TE W we have t, + , Z?, 
and trt,, n > 1. Observe that for each n> 1 the set {SE (t’, t”) : tZ3 A 
t,r,s} is nonempty. Thus for each t, we can choose u, E Q((t’, t”)) 
satisfying the condition tnrOu,, in such a way that u, + I l-u,, for every n > 1 
and T(t,, w)-X(u,, w) +O. But then the limit lim, %(t,, o)= 
lim, X(u,, w) exists. Hence it follows that w  has lamp realizations on 
(t’, t”). By analogy we construct a modification of X for each of the dis- 
joint rectangles of the form (t’, t”) on which X is locally linearly densely 
metrizable, and finally obtain a lamp modification of X on the whole 
parameter set R4,. u 
Let AE~ be a fixed projection, say lt = (0, . . . . 0, ti,, 0, . . . . tip, 0, . . . . 0), 
0 < p = p(A) < q. Denote by X, the process defined by 
X,l(t, 9 ..., tp) = X(0, . ..) 0, ti, = t,, 0, . ..) 0, tjD = t,, 0, . ..) 0). (3.11) 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X = {X(t), t E R4, } be a stochastic process satisfy- 
ing the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, but not necessarily having lamp trajec- 
tories on aR4,. Zf XI is an additive process on RP,“’ for each A E A such that 
0 <p(A) < q, then X possesses a modification with lamp realizations on R4,. 
ProoJ: Applying Theorem 3.2 for q = 1 we can construct a modification 
X(l) of X with lamp realizations on each of the axes of the system of coor- 
dinates. Suppose we have defined a modification XCp) of X that possesses 
lamp trajectories on each p-dimensional hyperplane, 1~ p < q - 1, of the 
system of coordinates. Using the method employed for the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 it can be shown inductively that X has a modification X”‘+ ‘) 
with lamp realizations on each (p + 1)-dimensional hyperplane of the 
system of coordinates. Finally we get the required conclusion. [ 
4. CONTINUITY OF ADDITIVE PROCESSES 
Based on Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.2 we now establish a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of a continuous modification of an 
additive stochastic process. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let X = {X(t), t E R4, } be an additive locally linearly den- 
sely metrizable stochastic process taking values in (G, 9) continuous on the 
boundary aR%. Furthermore, let { (t’, t”) } be a family of non-overlapping 
rectangles that cover R: chosen as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and let 
Q( < t’, tN >) be countable linearly dense sets in (t’, t” ) satisfying (3.1). Then 
the process X has a continuous modtfication on R4, if and only tf 
such that (ti,‘), tii’, . . . . t!“‘)EQ((t’, t”))for 1 <ij<n. j<q b I’ ’ 
h($Eo ,f ... 2 PCdX(((tj;‘, ,..., tpl),(tp )...) ty)))@q=o, 
I, = 1 iq = 1 
(4.1) 
where 
h(n) = h(n,, . . . . n,) = ,S~~~jaq{lt):‘-t~:i,l. ... dty-t&r>. 
Proof Necessity. Let x be a continuous version of X given on a 
common probability space (Q, %, P). Then (4.1) is equivalent to the same 
condition for f. Denote 
Clearly 
ti = (t$ . ..) t$, tip 1 = (t(;’ 1, . . . . t!q’ ) ,y- 1 7 
I,= (i= (iI, . . . . iq):lGij<nj,j=l ,..., q). 
where 
B h(n) = u WwS~ t)) 4 U) . 
r,ss<a,b>,s<f 
(tL--sII. ,.. ~Ir,-Sq(9h(n) 
Since 3 is a.s. uniformly continuous on (t’, t”), PIBhc,l] -+ Cl as h(n) -+ 0. 
Observe next that 
p U Cdx(Cti-13 ti))# U 
[ isf, 1 
2 1 PCdX(<ti-19 ti))4 U’ n PCdX((ti-17 ti))E VI, 
is I. is I. 
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and, moreover, 
n PCdX((ti-l, ti))E U] = P n (LO?((~~-~, ti))E U) 
is I. [ is I. 1 
= P[B,(,,] + 1 as h(n) + 0. 
Consequently, 
Sufficiency. Notice that (4.1) and continuity of X on aR4, imply the 
stochastic continuity in the following sense: if t, + TV (t’, t”), 
t, E Q( (t’, t”)), then X(t,) + X(t) in probability. This fact allows us to 
apply Theorem 3.2; thus X possesses a lamp modification 3, Observe that 
8 can be defined in such a way that it is still continuous on the boundary 
aR5. To see this, define g(‘(t, o) by (3.10) for every t E R4, \aR: and 
tEU <r’.p> Q(<t’, t”>)naR‘!+ := aQ, where the sum ranges over all non- 
overlapping rectangles (t’, t”) specified in the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. Then the process 3 has right continuous trajectories at each 
point t E R4, \aR; and t E aQ. Since the set aQ is countable, the modilica- 
tion f of X on aQ has been changed on a set of probability zero, i.e., for 
some 9,~9 with P[:Si]=l, f((t,o)=X(t,w) for all tEaQ and WEB,. 
Suppose now that SE aR4,, but s# aQ. If we define f((s) by means of 
(3.10), then R will be right continuous at s; in particular, f((s, o) = 
lim I’s, s,-,r, ,eaa f(t, a), where r1 = ( <, . . . . G). However, z((t, w) = X(t, o) 
for TV aQ, o ESZ,, and X is continuous on the boundary aR4, ; therefore 
g((s, w) = X(s, w) for o E Sz,, and otherwise we may put .%?(.s, w) E 0. Hence 
it follows that R has continuous realizations on aR$ . Now it is enough to 
prove that there exist G-valued continuous surfaces on (t’, t”) which 
coincide a.s. with f(t) for t E Q( (t’, t” ) ). 
Let U be an arbitrary open Baire neighbourhood of zero in G and let U’ 
be another open Baire neighbourhood of zero chosen so that 0’ c U+f. 
Corollary 4.7, Chapter II in Hewitt and Ross [3]. Denote by M, the num- 
ber of points CE (t’, t”) for which there are two neighbouring orthants O:, 
0; at t, such that for arbitrary sequences of points { tn} c Q( (t’, t”)) n 0:) 
t,-+t and {~~}~Q((t’,t”))n0:, sn+t, 
for all but finitely many n > 1. It suffices to show that M, = 0 with prob- 
ability 1. Suppose that the orthants 0: and 0: only have the ith coordinate 
of points different. Then we can restrict considerations to sequences of 
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points t,=u,(tf’)~Q((t’, t”))nO: and s,=~,,(.r~))~Q((t’, r”))nOf, 
where u (zci)) = (u(l) ” 3 . . . . 
or sJli), a”nd’si’c t.< t ’ 
u(~-‘) n , zjti), uz+ ‘I, . . . . u(p)), 24,(zt)) + t for zi’= tz’ 
, , :I, 1~ id q. Without loss of generality we may and 
do assume that i = 1. Thus we continue the proof for i = 1; for 2 < i < q the 
proof is analogous. 
Let E > 0 be a fixed number and let ti = tg) < tY’ < ... < fl;i,’ = t;’ be 
an array of descending partitions of each interval (t;, ty ), such that 
Q;, = { tb”, . . . . t$,‘} c Qj, Qi,, cQj,,for mj<mj and u,,, Q&=Qj, 2dj<q, 
where Q((t’, t”)) = Q1 x ... x Q4 For each m’= (m2, . . . . m4) select an 
open Baire neighbourhood of zero U” = U”(m’) satisfying the condition 
f U” &- . . . f U”((m2 + 1). . . . (m, + 1)-times) c U’. (Actually, we can 
take here U, U’, U” E { U,}-cf. Definition 3.1 and the proof of Theorem 
3.2). Now, given any m’ and Qi,, . . . . QL,, choose a finite set Qk, = 
0 (1) 0 , . . . . z:,)} c Q1 which determines the partition t; = t!’ < t$” < . .. < 
t(l)= t;’ of (t;, t;), with m, =m,(m’) so large that ml 
2 z ... fy P[d~(((sj_,,Si))~U’]<& (4.3) 
il = I i2 = 0 iq = 0 
(here si = (s:~‘, . . . . si;‘) E Q!n, x (Qi, u (0) 1 x ... x (Q;,u (0)) and s”J, =0 
for 2 < j < q). This IS possible in view of (4.1), because for large m, , 
may be arbitrarily close to zero. Denote by N!!(m), m = (m,, m,, . . . . m,), 
the number of indices k, 1 <k < ml, for which there can be found vje Q;,, 
2 <j < q, satisfying 
ma v(~p)))-ma v($Q)4 U’, (4.4) 
where v(ti”) = (ti’), II*, . . . . v,), 0 < k < m,. Obviously, if NE!(m) are defined 
for j = 2, . . . . q by analogy to N(:)(m), then M,> 1 implies that 
lim m,,,,.,my-ao maxIGiGqN$(m)> 1. Therefore, taking into account our 
additional restriction i= 1, it suffices to show that 
Iim N’:!(m)=0 a.s. 
m,, . . . . In,+ - a2 
Dividing (0, t”(ti”))\ (0, t”(tl;‘l,)) into disjoint rectangles by means of 
points from Q,* = Qi, x . . . x QK,, we obtain 
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EN’:!(m)< z EJ [A%((O,u(tj;‘))-A~((O,u(t~;‘,))$U’] 
i, = 1 
6 2 E z ... 2 J[A~((s,~,,si))~U’] 
if= 1 iz = 0 iq = 0 
Hence 
E lim N If!(m) = lim EN z!(m) < E, 
In,, . . . mq 4 cc In,, . . . . mq - cc 
because N’:?(m) is nondecreasing as m,, m2, . . . . m4 + 00. Since E > 0 is 
arbitrary, we have finally that lim,l. ,_,, m~--r o. NC!(m) = 0 a.s., which 
concludes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let X = {X(t), t E R4, } be a stochastic process satisfy- 
ing the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, but not necessarily continuous on the 
boundary JR:. Furthermore, let X, denote the process defined by (3.11) for 
d E A. Suppose that X, is an additive process on RP,‘“’ for each 1 E A such that 
0 <p(A) < q. Then the process X has a continuous modification if and only if 
condition (4.1) is satisfied with q replaced by p(A) for each A E A, 
0 -C p(d) < q, and for A= Id, p(Id) = q. 
The proof may be obtained in an analogous way as that of Corollary 3.3 
by an application of Theorem 4.1. 
On the basis of Theorem 4.1 we are also able to characterize more 
precisely additive processes having continuous realizations as processes 
with Gaussian increments, but only in a smaller class of groups. Let (6 = B 
be a real separable Banach space and let B* denote its topological dual, 
i.e., the space of continuous linear functionals on B. Further, let a(B*) be 
the a-field of subsets of B generated by B*. By Theorem 1.2, Chapter I in 
Vahania, Tarieladze, and Chobanian [8] we have @l*) = 9( ES) = 99(B), 
where 9’(B) = 5g is the Bore1 a-field in B. A random element X taking 
values in (US, W) is called here Gaussian, if for every f .s B*, f(X) is 
distributed normally. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Zf X = {X(t), t E R9, } is a continuous additive stochastic 
process taking values in (B, g), then X has Gaussian increments. Moreover, 
the expectation E: R4, + B, E(t) = E AX( (0, t)) and correlation operator 
Kf: R9, x R4, --t B given by (g, U+)(t, ~1) = EfWJ(O, t))) gW’((Q s))), 
f, gEB*, are weakly continuous functions of t E R4, and t, s E R4, (resp. K, 
for afixed f E B*). 
68313612.7 
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Prooj Plainly, X is a locally linearly densely metrizable process, and 
thus it satisfies (4.1). In particular, for arbitrarily fixed f~ B* and 
(a, b) c R4,, there exists a finite partition of (a, b) into disjoint rectangles 
of the form (tip 1, ti), ti = ti(n), in Z,, (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.1 for 
denotations) such that 
Set 
1 PClf(dX((ti- ltn)2 ti(n))))l 2 llnl G lln. 
is In 
(4.5) 
Yin, i = 
1 
f(dX((ti-l(n)7 ti(n)))) 
if If(Ax((ti- lCn)7 fi(n))))l G l/4 
0 otherwise, 
and S, = xi,,, qn, i. Then from (4.5) it follows that P[S, #f(dX( (a, !I)))] 
--t 0 as n + co; i.e., S, tends to f(dX( (a, b))) in probability. Furthermore, 
similarly as in the proof of Theorem 5, Chapter III, Section 5 in Gihman 
and Skorohod [2] we can show that the central limit theorem is applicable 
to S,. Therefore f(dX( (a, b))) has normal distribution. 
Next, it can be easily seen that Ef(dX((0, t))) =f(EdX((O, r))) and 
E’(dX( (0, t))) g(dX( (0, s))) are continuous functions of t E R4, and 
(t, s) E R4, x R4, resp. for each fixed f, g E El*. To see this, calculate simply 
the characteristic function of f (dX( (0, t))). Consequently, the expectation 
E dX( (0, t)) and correlation (K,)(t, s) = Ef(dX((0, t))) dX( (0, s)) for a 
fixed f E B* (both exist as Pettis integrals) are weakly continuous 
functions. 1 
Remarks. 1. According to Definition 3.1, condition (4.1) can be 
reduced in fact to open sets U taken from the local countable basis {U,} 
which corresponds to each of the non-overlapping rectangles (t’, t”) 
covering R4,. 
2. If G = R” is a finite dimensional space then the converse result to 
Corollary 4.3 is fulfilled too. More precisely, if X is a separable stochasti- 
tally continuous additive stochastic process with values in R” vanishing on 
the boundary aR$ and X has Gaussian increments, then X is continuous 
(see Katkauskaite [S, Theorem 53). However, it is an open problem how 
to extend this theorem and Corollary 4.3 to a broader class of topological 
groups. Thus it is not known if in an arbitrary topological group the only 
continuous additive processes are processes with Gaussian increments. 
3. Let B be a class of rectangles of the form r = (t’, t”) for which we 
can construct regular modifications of the process X. Denote by 
G’(t’, t”) = 6, the closed complete metrizable subgroup of G corresponding 
to r E B according to Definition 3.1 (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.2). Clearly, 
the whole parameter set R4, can be covered by a countable number of 
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rectangles r E E, so without loss of generality we assume that % is 
denumerable. Now there arises the question whether there exists a common 
closed complete metrizable subgroup G’ of G containing all G,, r E E. 
Let G* be the set of all finite combinations x1 + ... +x,, n > 1, where 
X,E 6,. Then G* is a subgroup of G, and the closure G’ of G* is the 
smallest closed subgroup of G containing all G,, r E E (see Corollary 5.3, 
Chap. II in Hewitt and Ross [3]). However, it is not known if G’ is then 
metrizable. We can solve this problem in a special case when G’ is 
contained in a denumerable direct product of metrizable groups. 
Let 9’ be a family of finite subsets A of E and let 6, for each A E ZZ 
denote the smallest closed complete subgroup of G that contains all G,, 
SEA. Furthermore, for every BELT’ let F(B)=n,,, G, and let 
IF I, A, .**, F ,+,), A be a system of all various groups F(B) indexed by subsets 
B of a fixed set A E 9, such that F(B) n G, = {e} or F(B) whenever r E A. 
Assume that for each A E 9, (i) IF,, A + ... + [F,(,,, A = G,, (ii) 
(EL.+ ... +~k,A)n~,+I..= {e}, 1 <k < n(A), and (iii) U, + ... + Unca) 
contains a neighbourhood of zero U in G,, where Uk are arbitrary 
neighbourhoods of zero in IF,, A, 16 k < n(A). Then, in view of Theorem 
6.11, Chapter II in Hewitt and Ross [3], 6, is topologically isomorphic 
with the direct product IF,, A x ... x lF,(,,, A. By Theorem 6.8, Chapter II, 
Hewitt and Ross [3], {G,, A ET} with a family of natural projections 
f A,B of G, onto G,, BIA, forms an inverse mapping system, and there- 
fore the projective limit G” of (G,, A E 32”) is well defined (it suffices to 
consider a cotinal part of 9, see Weil [ 10, Sect. 51). Since 9“ is countable, 
the infinite direct product fl G, is a closed metrizable and complete (cf. 
Weil [ 10, Sect. 41) group. Hence and from Theorem 6.14, Chapter II in 
Hewitt and Ross [3] it follows that G” is a complete closed metrizable 
group. Obviously, every group 6, is a subgroup of G”, and thus G’ is also 
a complete closed metrizable group. It seems that G’ is then topologically 
isomorphic with G” because the direct product of groups can be treated as 
a projective limit of its finite subproducts [ 10, Sect. 51. Such a general 
characterization of infinite direct products in the group theory is not 
known (cf. Hewitt and Ross [3, Chap. II, Sect. 6, (6.10)]), and thus we can 
leave it as a conjecture. However, the above discussion shows that our 
local conditions imposed on X by Definition 3.1 are essentially weaker than 
an analogous global restriction. 
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